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Key Stage 3 History Curriculum 

We want our students to leave The Broxbourne School being knowledgeable about the past and able to use this to form 
their own interpretations of the past. We also want them to be able to understand how the past has shaped Britain and 
the wider world that we live in today in order to make a positive contribution to our society. 
 

Essential Knowledge 
Power and monarch   Changes in British society    The Church   Freedoms and rights    Britain and the world / World History 

 

Essential tier 2 vocabulary 
Describe, feature, source, analysis, how useful, infer, causation, explain, change  / different, continuity / similar, 
consequence, narrative, importance, interpretations, enquiry, significant 

YEAR 7 

Year 7  
Unit 1  
What is 
History? 

Students will study key historical skills such as making inferences, comparing interpretations, evaluating 
the usefulness of sources 
 
 

Essential tier 3 language 
Interpretation, source, chronology, decade, century, millennium 

Year 7  
Unit 2 
Norman 
Conquest 

Students will study the key events of 1066 (Norman invasion and 
conquest) and its impact on England (including the Feudal system, 
Domesday Survey and castles).  
 
Assessment focus: Explain why William won the Battle of Hastings 

Meanwhile elsewhere… set as 
homework 
Mappa Mundi 
Song dynasty in China 
Byzantine Empire 
Kievan Russia 
 

Essential tier 3 vocabulary 
Claimant, Norman Conquest, Battle of Hastings, Battle of Stamford Bridge, heir, succession, feigned retreat, tactics, 
cavalry, soldier, Motte and bailey, Square keep, Domesday Book, Feudal System, knight, tenant in chief, under tenant, 
villein, freemen, nobles, peasant, hierarchy, homage, oath 

Year 7  
Unit 3 
History of 
Medicine 

Students will study change and continuity in ideas about the causes, 
prevention and treatment of medicine across the last 1000 years. 
  
Assessment focus: Which individual had the most significant impact 
on medical change? 

Meanwhile elsewhere… set as 
homework 
Beachy Head 

Essential tier 3 vocabulary 
Cause, treatment, prevention, Theory of the Four Humours, anatomy, flagellation, pilgrimage, bloodletting, purging, 
antiseptic, aseptic, anaesthetic, disease, epidemic, cholera, hospital, germ theory 

Year 7  
Unit 4  
Comparing 
Mansas of 
Mali and 
Obas of 
Benin 

Students will study the methods employed by the Mansas of Mali and 
the Obas of Benin to rule their empires. 
 
Assessment focus: Explain one way that the methods used by the 
Mansas and Obas were similar.  Explain one way that the methods 
used by the Mansas and Obas were different 

Mali Empire 

Essential tier 3 vocabulary 
Religion, force, trade, pilgrimage, cavalry 
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Year 7  
Unit 5 

Monarchy and 
power (Pixl 
Spine) 

Students will study key events during the Middle Ages including the 
role of the monarch (King John and the Magna Carta and Henry II and 
Becket), the Black Death and what life was like during the Middle Ages 
(punishment, leisure activities, city life, role of religion). 
 
Assessment focus: Write a narrative account analysing the key events 
of Thomas Becket’s death 

Meanwhile elsewhere… set as 
homework 
Early Ming China 
Khmer Empire 
Inca Impire 
Genghis Khan 

Essential tier 3 vocabulary 
Monarch, parliament, Absolute Monarch, Magna Carta, succession, Reformation, Civil War, Republic, Commonwealth, 
British Empire, Reform Act, Constitutional Monarchy, Westminster, regent, abdication, coronation 

YEAR 8 

Year 8  
Unit 1 
World War 
One 

Students will study the causes of the conflict, what life in the trenches 
was like, the development of medical care during the war, the home 
front, conscientious objectors, the experience of those who fought 
for the British from the Empire and the consequences of the conflict 
for Germany and Europe.  
 

Assessment focus: Explain the causes of World War One 

Fall of the Ottoman Empire 
Easter rising 
Russo-Japanese War  
Alpine War 
Russian Revolution 
Gertrude Bell 
Charles Wooton 

Essential tier 3 vocabulary 
Alliance, imperialism, nationalism, militarism, propaganda, invasion, navy, artillery, shell, shrapnel, cavalry, infantry, 
British Expeditionary Force (BEF), soldier, trench, no man’s land, triage, chain of evacuation, trench foot, gangrene, 
shellshock, conscientious objector, empire, Commonwealth, homefront, rationing, Zeppelin, suffrage, blackout, 
armistice, treaty.  

Year 8  
Unit 2 
Tudor 
England 

Students will study how the Tudors came to power, the role of 
Elizabeth I as an established female monarch and Black presence in 
Tudor England. They will also study how society changed between 
1485-1603, including the role of the Church and  religious change 
(the Reformation) and Empire / European conflict. 

 

Assessment focus: How far do you agree that Henry VIII’s changes to 
the church significant? 
 

Assessment focus:How useful is the Ditchley Portrait for learning 
about the reign of Elizabeth I? 

Suleiman the magnificent  
Songhai empire 
Roanoke 
Malleus Maleficarum 
Lodi 
Ivan the Terrible 
Mughal empire 

Essential tier 3 vocabulary 
Monarch, dispute, succession, heir, claimant, War of the Roses, usurp, Roman Catholic, excommunication, Protestant, 
Reformation, Pope, Supremacy, Papacy, Latin, mass, prayer book, clergy, priest, monastery, monk, portrait, armada, 
New World, exploration 

Year 8  
Unit 3 
The British 
Empire 

Students will study what British colonialism looked like in the C19th 
(case studies: India, Australia and Ireland) and how the indigenious 
populations resisted British rule (case studies: India, Ireland, South 
Africa, Kenya) 
 

British India Company 
Irish potato famine 

Essential tier 3 vocabulary 
Empire, colony, colonies, colonisalisation, political dominance, economic exploitation, culturalism, racism, protest 

Year 8  
Unit 4  
Industrial 
Britain 
  

Students will study the social and economic changes to British society 
during the period 1750-1900, including the growth of industry, 
expanding cities and society and class/early welfare. 
 
Assessment focus:  To what extent did Britain change during the 
Industrial Revolution? 

Bunce Island 
Australia Prison Colony 
Catherine the Great 
American pioneers 
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Essential tier 3 vocabulary 
Freedom, rights, Magna Carta, Peasants Revolt, Commonwealth, Reform Act, Liberal Reforms,  human rights, racial 
equality 

Year 8 
 Unit 5 

Changes to 
British 

Society (Pixl 
Spine) 

Students will study a range of events that have changed in British 
society since 1066. Eg The Feudal System, The Bloody Code, English 
Civil War, Luddites,  

 

Essential tier 3 vocabulary 
Feudal System, Bloody Code, Civil war, Luddites 

Year 9  
Unit 1 

Britain's 
transatlantic 
slave trade: 
its effects 

and it 
eventual 
abolition 

 

Students will study the great African kingdoms before slavery, the 
development of the transatlantic (triangle) slave trade, life on a 
plantation and abolition of slavery and emancipation of slaves in the 
British Empire. We bring this unit up to date by studying the 
experiences of the ‘Windrush’ generation, the ‘Windrush’ scandal 
and the controversy surrounding statues (focusing on the name of 
Rhodes Art Complex ) 
 

Assessment focus: How useful is Amistad to find out about the 
Middle Passage 
 

Assessment focus: Skills assessment on features, inference. Explain 
the role of X in bringing about the end of the Slave Trade 

Emancipation of the Serfs 
Legacies of slave ownership: 
Hertford and Ware 

Essential tier 3 vocabulary 
Slavery, The Triangle Trade, Middle Passage, abolition, emancipation, Empire, colony, Slave Trade, plantation, Parliament, 
economy, petition, abolition, abolitionist, government, MPs, auction, shackle, bridle, white gold, overseer, treadmill, 
Windrush,  

Year 9  
Unit 2 
World War 
Two 

Students will study the causes of World War II and the impact of the 
conflict on the home front. Key events include Dunkirk, Battle of 
Stalingrad and Operation Barbarossa, bombing of Dresden and the 
dropping of the atomic bomb. 
 

Assessment focus: How far do you agree that Dunkirk was a triumph? 
 

Assessment focus: Explain why the Americans dropped the A bombs 
on Japan in 1945. 

Spanish Civil War 
Partition of India 
Indian army 
Internment - Isle of Man 

Essential tier 3 vocabulary 
Appeasement,  homefront, Blitzkrieg, evacuation, seige, nuclear warfare, Anschluss, Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Dictator, 
totalitarianism, Fuhrer, Nazi, propaganda, Leningrad, Stalingrad, allies, Allied Forces, scorched earth, retreat, disaster, 
triumph, Luftwaffe, RAF, civilians, BEF, conscription, rationing, blackout, The Blitz, phoney war, justified, war crime, 
Anderson shelter, gasmask,  

Year 9  
Unit 3 
The 
Holocaust 
 

Students will study the rise of Nazis, impact of Nazi rule on Germany. 
Key events of the Holocaust are studied including genocide case 
studies through time. 
 
Assessment focus: Key feature of Nazi persecution of the Jews in the 
the 1930s 

British Union of Fascists 
 

Essential tier 3 vocabulary 
Holocaust, genocide, anti semitic, persecution, restrictions, ghetto, concentration camp, final solution, subhuman, 
aryan, bystander, perpetrator, victim, resistance, partisan, gas chamber, extermination, Auschwitz, Einsatzgruppen, 
crematorium, 

  


